
Product description. Synopsis. JIMI HENDRIX: AN ILLUSTRATED EXPERIENCE illuminates the life of the musical icon who pioneered a new generation in rock and roll with his explosive electric style. With exclusive access to the private family archives, co-authors Janie Hendrix and John McDermott tell a vibrant and unique story of Jimi's life, from his formative years in hardscrabble Seattle through his short-lived days in the eye of a fanatic and dedicated public, to the aftermath of his sudden death and the wake of his legacy. An indispensable addition to any music lover's library, the book is a Jimi Hendrix - An Illustrated Experience w/ CD Hard Cover - Excellent condition. New (Other). C $7.63.Â The Jimi Hendrix Experience: Are You Experienced Guitar Tab Chord Lyrics Book. Pre-Owned. 4.5 out of 5 stars. 3 product ratings - The Jimi Hendrix Experience: Are You Experienced Guitar Tab Chord Lyrics Book. C $19.06. Top Rated Seller. Jimi Hendrix: An Illustrated ExperienceThe electric, bodacious, extraor...Â An indispensable addition to any music lover's library, the book is a truly interactive experience, featuring reproductions of drawings from Jimi's childhood, his rare handwritten song lyrics, and never-before-seen archival photographs. In addition to 30 interactive features, the book includes a 70-minute audio CD with interviews and commercially unreleased recordings of live concert music and a Record Plant jam session. While listening to Jimi work out musical riffs, while holding pieces of the ephemera that chronicle his life, you will experience Jimi Hendrix the way you were meant to: in fu There's one for John Lennon, Jim Morrison, Bob Dylan, and now Jimi. Jimi Hendrix: An Illustrated Experience is divided into three parts: Biography: This is not the strongest part of the book. Considering the authors, John McDermott, author of two previous books on Hendrix, and Janie Hendrix, Jimi's step-sister, one would hope for more detail on some the areas that have been overlooked by other books. Sadly, this is not the case.Â Most people who purchase the book are the serious collector, and it's a shame Experience Hendrix didn't come up with a more imaginative collection of Hendrix material for the CD. Read more. 30 people found this helpful. Woodstock Jimi Hendrix Experience Beatles Jimi Hendricks Historia Do Rock Ali Mcgraw Electric Ladyland Best Guitarist Janis Joplin. Fashion: Jimi Hendrix. Post a Comment In search of the lost groove #17 by Marco Pertusati on Mixcloud. Heinrich Joubert. Music. Monterey Pop Festival Music Icon My Music Reggae Music Music Songs Rock And Roll Historia Do Rock Jimi Hendrix Experience Keith Richards. Jimmy Hendrix as a fan. Discover the magic of the internet at Imgur, a community powered entertainment destination. Lift your spirits with funny jokes, trending memes, entertaining gifs, inspiring stori